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How to use this Ninja booklet 
♦ For best results, try to complete the flashcards of each section in order. 

♦ 1. RESEARCH the answer using your physics text books or other sources. 

♦ 2. CHECK your answer by watching the video at www.GCSEPhysicsNinja.com 

♦ 3. WRITE your flashcard answer on the Answer page provided. Use colour & pictures! 
You’ll get the most benefit by writing out the answer in full. 

♦ 4. TEST yourself 3 TIMES on each flashcard 
over a few weeks. Each time you test yourself 
and answer correctly, tick a Ninja Check box! 

Ninja Check 

“Tomorrow’s victory is today’s practice”  

� 



“Do L.E.S.S.” 
Diagram... This can help you to understand the question. 
 

List your data... Write down what you know know know know from the question and what you want want want want 
to find. Remember to include the units units units units as you may need to convert them!   

E.g.   m = 200g = 0.2kg,     a = 4m/s2,     F = ? N 
 

Equation... Write down a formula that fits your list of data:     F = m x a 
 

Solve... Sub-in the numbers from your list and solve:              F = 0.2 x 4 = 0.8 
State the answer... Use the correct units (check your List):    F = 0.8 N  

When working out CALCULATIONS, remember to... 



Question pages 
Do NOT write your answers on these pages!  
Use them for testing yourself when you revise. 

IMPORTANT — BEFORE YOU BEGIN... 

Answer pages 
Write your answers here.  
For best results write your answers in full. 
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  R       Resistance (ohms) 
  V       Potential difference (volts) 
  I        Current (amps) 

 

 

 

Np 

Ns 

  Vp     Primary coil potential difference 

  Vs     Secondary coil potential difference 

  Np     Primary coil turns 

  Ns     Secondary coil turns 

V 
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Equations to Learn!  
(NOT given in the exam) 

Vp 

Vs 

 
  s       Average speed 
  d       Distance travelled 
  t        Time taken 

d 

t 
s = 





Ask Olly 
♦ Visit GCSEPhysicsNinja.com to ask Olly a question about any of 

these flashcards.  

♦ Click on the relevant flashcard page, type in your question at the 
bottom and you’ll receive an answer within 24 hours. 

 
 

Olly Wedgwood and his wife Lee-Anne run Wedgwood Tutors 
from their home in Hertfordshire, UK. As well as tutoring his 
ninja students, Olly is a jazz pianist, singer and composer. 

“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step”  
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